About Marvell

**Essential technology, done right™**

At Marvell, we believe that infrastructure powers progress. That execution is as essential as innovation. That better collaboration builds better technology.

Focused and determined, we unite behind your goals as our own. As more of the world’s data flows through the cloud, we recognize that each cloud is unique and leverage our unrivaled portfolio of data infrastructure semiconductor technology to optimize the best solution for your needs. Whether on-premise or in the cloud, we sit shoulder-to-shoulder with your teams to build it. Agile in our thinking, and our partnerships, we look for unexpected connections that deliver a competitive edge and reveal new opportunities. At Marvell, we’re driven by the belief that how we do things matters just as much as what we do.

That’s why, at Marvell, we go all in with you. Because, with a foundation built on partnership, anything is possible.

**Our Unique Value**

Marvell develops and delivers semiconductor solutions that move, store, process and secure the world’s data. As a leader in essential data infrastructure semiconductor technology trusted by the top data center operators and OEMs, Marvell’s cloud-optimized silicon powers innovation in cloud and AI, carrier infrastructure, automotive and enterprise networking markets. With a comprehensive portfolio of electro-optic, Ethernet, processor, security and storage products and IP, the company offers merchant, semi-custom and fully custom options to address a range of customer requirements.

**Reliable results:** we deliver what we promise; know what to expect so you can prioritize what’s next

**Superior performance:** we believe that dynamic perspectives create the smartest path; cross-functional collaboration leads to greater consistency and higher velocity

**Nimble dexterity:** we listen, learn and adapt; our thoroughness and flexibility cut delays and quality issues

**Rigorous execution:** we work shoulder-to-shoulder to lead the charge; aligned teams work smarter to get the job done right every time

**Our Markets**

**Data center - Optimized Data Infrastructure for Cloud and AI**

As the demand for cloud-based AI applications grows, having optimized data infrastructure that offers high performance, scalability, and security is crucial. Marvell’s portfolio of cloud-optimized silicon provides best-in-class solutions for compute, storage, networking, and connectivity, with high bandwidth capabilities. This ensures the optimal data infrastructure for each unique cloud data center.

**Carrier – 5G Network Silicon that Connects the World**

With increased capabilities, performance and edge intelligence, 5G enables a plethora of new consumer and enterprise applications that promise to transform entire industries and serve the world’s diverse connectivity needs for years to come. Marvell’s compute, security and networking platforms are proven at global scale with the performance and programmability that enable carriers to sustainably innovate in this frontier without compromise.

**Automotive – Enabling the Software-Defined Vehicle**

Modern vehicles are becoming smartphones on wheels in which over-the-air software updates continuously enhance vehicle autonomy, features, safety, and security. Underpinning this evolution is a zonal vehicle computing architecture connected by a high-speed Ethernet network. Working closely with leading automotive manufacturers and partners, Marvell is delivering the semiconductor innovation needed to enable the software-defined vehicle.

**Enterprise Networking – Modernizing and Securing the Campus**

To power digital transformation, IT must design a more robust, secure and autonomous enterprise network that spans HQ to branch to data center to cloud. Network equipment must support rising bandwidth demands, a more complex threat landscape and the analytics needed to power AI Ops tools. Marvell’s networking and compute portfolio delivers the performance, intelligence, security and telemetry needed for the modern enterprise network.

**Fast Facts**

- Founded in 1995
- $5.92 billion annual revenue in FY23
- 7,200+ employees
- Headquartered in Santa Clara, California
- 10,000+ patents worldwide
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